The A. Roura technique was modified to eliminate all terms in the atom interferometer phase which are linear in the gravity-gradient tensor. The full elimination occurs if all effective wave vectors are slightly changed. The full elimination technique would allow to relief synchronization requirements in the test of the Einstein equivalence principle, This technique also eliminates the error of the absolute gravity measurement associated with gravity gradient terms. The error becomes 2 orders smaller and does not depend on the time delay between the Raman pulses. In addition, the new differential scheme is proposed to observe the gravity-gradient term independent on the atoms initial position and velocity.
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PACS numbers: 03.75.Dg; 37.25.+k; 04.80.-y Atom interferometers [1] are used as sensors of the gravity field..In the Earth gravity field g, the mane contribution to the atom interferometer phase is given by [2] 
where k is the effective wave vector of the Raman pulses used as the beam splitters, T is the time separation between pulses. This phase is used to measure the local gravity field [3] [4] [5] , the gravity gradient tensor [6] , the Newtonian gravitational constant [7, 8] , to test the Einstein's Equivalence Principle (EEP) [9] [10] [11] . For the local gravity measurement one has to get the absolute value of the phase, while for the other measurements one can use the differential schemes. If the field is slightly nonuniform then the phase becomes sensitive to the atomic initial position x [12] and velocity v [13, 14] . Using large interrogation time T one can increase the precision of the measurements, but simultaneously the gravity field slightly changes along the atomic trajectories, which leads to the one more contribution to the phase. Keeping together all contributions and allowing time delay T 1 between the moment of atom clouds launching and the first Raman pulse one arrives to the following expression for the phase
where Γ is the gravity gradient tensor. In this expression we did not take into account the Earth rotation and quantum corrections. To eliminate the sensitivity to the initial position and velocity, term φ R , A. Roura [12] proposed to assign the effective wave vector of the second pulse to be slightly different from k,
This effect has been recently observed [15, 16] . I noted [17] that the third term φ g is not eliminated. After using A. Roura technique one finds [17] 
which means that dependence on the time T 1 is eliminated, but dependence on the time T is eliminated only partially, becomes 7 times smaller. Analysis shows that for T 1 = 0 this partial elimination is caused by the difference between an atomic acceleration extracted from the expression for the interferometer phase and the actual atomic acceleration at the middle time t = T. The difference was first studied in the article [18] . For the precision interferometry one should increase the time T. The time as large as T = 1.15s was achieved in the article [19] . For Γ ≈ 3 · 10 −6 s −2 , k = 1.6 · 10 7 m −1 , T 1 = 0, φ g ≈ 70rad, which would affect on the absolute gravity measurement on the level 0.3ppm.
To suppres the influence of the term (4) on the gravity measurement, it was proposed [20] to define g as
where z is the vertical axis and k g. But, evidently, in this case error will be caused by the uncertaintly of the gravity-gradient measurement δΓ zz ,
Though, starting from the article [6] , there are a lot of papers devoted to the atom interferometry based gradiometry, I know only two articles [21, 22] , where the value of Γ zz has been published. The uncertainty δΓ zz = 30E has been achieved [22] . This uncertanty leads to the error δg ∼ 3ng. The partial elimination, the presence of the term (4), could result also in the restriction of the some importance for the test of the EEP. Since one uses two atomic species, A and B, which could have different effective wave vectors k A and k B one has to have different Raman pulses, which could be asynchronized, their time delays between
then one gets for this parameter
where
is Eötvös-parameter and we neglect second order terms proportional to (g A − g B ) (T A − T B ) . For the current state of art in the atomic interferometry, T = 1.04s, one should be able to measure the parameter η ′ with inaccuracy δη = 1.5 · 10 −14 [23] . One sees that to avoid the systematic error caused by the term (4) one has to synchronize Raman pulses better than
This time is 3 order of magnitude less than the typical Raman pulses' duration. To avoid the error (6) in the absolute gravity measurements and restriction (10), it should be useful full elimination of the terms (2b, 2c). For this purpose I propose to extend the A. Roura technique [12] and to change the effective wave vectors of all 3 Raman pulses,
where ∆k i are linear in the tensor Γ. Using expression for the phase of the Mach-Zehnder atom interferometer with different wave vectors of the Raman pulses [24] , in the limit → 0,
is an atom trajectory, in which I hold only the contributions to the lower order in Γ [25] , and requiring that all terms proportional to x, v and Γg have to be eliminated, one gets 3 linear equations for the wave vectors' changes ∆k i . The solution of those equations is
We verified that this choice of the wave vectors will eliminate also the quantum contribution to the phase [13, 14] of the order of M k·ΓkT 3 , where M is an atomic mass.
Ideally the changes of the wave vectors (14) make gravity measurements insencetive to the linear in tensor Γ terms. But, since Γ is known with a limited inaccuracy, the elimination (14) leads also to some error in the phase and in the absolute gravity measurement. Let us estimate this error. If one changes the wave vectors as ∆k 1 = ∆k 3 = −α, ∆k 2 = 5α, where α is a vector fitting parameter, which varies near the desired value
then one finds for the phase (12)
One can initially use the differential fechnique [15] to find α. The phase differnce of the 2 identical interferometers with atom clouds launched from the points x 1 and x 2 is used here. If the distanse between clouds L = x 1 − x 2 , wave vector and launching momenta are directed along the z−axis, then one gets
where δφ is the phase difference, which could be as small as the phase noice. For the phase noise δφ ∼ 10 −3 , the distance L ∼ 10m, uncertainty of the fitting parameter δα z ∼ 10 −5 m −1 . Then for the gravity g = φ/kT 2 one obtaines from Eqs. (16, 17) that the error is given by
where we assumed that x ≪ gT 2 , T ≫ T 1 and one exploits fountain technique [26] , p = M gT. Comparing this error with the error (6) of the technique proposed in [20] , one sees that using our proposal of the full elimination of the gravity-gradient terms decreases the error on more than 2 orders of magnitude. Moreover, the error (18) is T −independent.
Let us return to the term (2c). Being independent on the atomic initial position and velocity, the term could not be observed in the previously used differential schemes [6] [7] [8] . But if in the same differential scheme atom clouds are launched at the slightly different moments, time T 1 before the first Raman pulse for the first cloud and time δT 1 earlier for the second cloud and if time δT 1 is sufficiently small to neglect the vibrational noise during that time, then one gets following term in the phase difference δφ = k · ΓgT 2 (T + T 1 + δT 1 /2) δT 1 .
The term (19) can be eliminated using the A. Roura method [12] .
In conclusion, we propose to modify the A. Roura technique [12] , i.e. to change the wave vectors of the all Raman pulses for the elimination of the all terms linear in the gravity-gradient tensor. This full elimination technique allows one to increase the accuracy of the absolute gravity measurements and to avoid the synchronization of the Raman pulses used to test EEP. In addition we propose to modify differential scheme to observe in the phase difference term independent on the differences of the atom clouds' initial position and velocity.
